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MORALITY, MODALITY, AND HUMANS WITH DEEP 

COGNITIVE IMPAIRMENTS 

By William Gildea 
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Philosophers struggle to explain why human beings with deep cognitive impairments have a higher 
moral status than certain non-human animals. Modal personism promises to solve this problem. It 
claims that humans who lack the capacities of “personhood” and the potential to develop them nonethe- 
less could have been persons. I argue that modal personism has poor prospects because it’s hard to see 
how we could offer a plausible account of modal personhood. I search for an adequate understand- 
ing of modal personhood by considering existing accounts and sketching new ones. But each account 
fails, either because it objectionably excludes some dee pl y cognitivel y impaired humans from the class 
of modal persons or because it makes modal personhood doubtfully relevant to moral status. And the 
modal personist cannot solve this problem by appealing to the misfortune suffered by modal persons. 

Keywords: moral status, modal personism, cognitive impairment, intellectual 
disability, animals, personhood. 

ost people believe that humans have a higher moral status than other
nimals—that humans matter more morally in and of themselves. Many
hilosophers explain this received view by appealing to personhood . In the tra-
itional philosophical sense, a “person” is a being—human or otherwise—
hat has certain advanced psychological capacities such as rationality and self-
wareness, or autonomy. 1 But not all humans have these capacities or the
otential to develop them. Let’s define dee pl y cognitivel y impaired human beings
s humans who are sentient and have capacities for a range of other mental
tates, but lack the capacities that constitute personhood and the potential to
evelop them. What is their moral status? 

Here is an argument that looks robust initially but that leads to the
trongly counterintuitive conclusion that they have a lower moral status than
persons”. 
1 
Frey ( 1987 : 50–2), Singer ( 2011 : 74–5), Kagan ( 2019 : 6–7), and McMahan ( 2002 : 6). 
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(1) Personism : Persons have a higher moral status than non-human animals
because they possess certain advanced psychological capacities. 

(2) Fact of Impairment : Deeply cognitively impaired human beings lack these
advanced capacities and the potential to develop them. 

(3) No Relevant Differ ence : Ther e is no further ground of moral status that deeply
cognitively impaired humans have and that isn’t possessed by non-human
animals whose psychological capacities don’t differ in relevant ways. 

(4) Same Status as Animals : Therefore, deeply cognitively impaired humans have
the same moral status as non-human animals, whose psychological ca-
pacities don’t differ in relevant ways, and have a lower moral status than
persons. 

Many people reject Same Status as Animals , and endorse this more palatable
view: 

Higher Status than Animals : All humans beyond infancy with deep cognitive
impairments have a higher moral status than that of non-human animals
whose psychological capacities don’t differ in relevant ways. 2 

However, philosophers have struggled to find compelling arguments 
against Same Status as Animals. Fact of Impairment (2) is hard to deny. 3 Some chal-
lenge Personism (1) by arguing either that species membership (e.g. Kittay 2005 )
or the genetic basis of personhood capacities (e.g. Liao 2010 ) grounds higher
moral status or by rejecting the distinction between higher and lower status
altogether so that all beings with moral standing (defined as any moral status
at all) have equal moral status (Donaldson and Kymlicka 2011 ; Horta 2017 ). 4 

Others deny No Relevant Differ ence (3), pointing to psychological properties
[e.g. reciprocal care capacities (Mullin 2011 ) or relations e.g. being ‘of human
born’ (Scanlon 1998 : 185)], which they think deeply cognitively impaired
humans might have but which non-human animals lack. I cannot address
these responses here, but they all face serious objections. 5 One sign of their
2 
I return shortly to the exclusion of infants. And I’ll often refer to animals without making 

explicit the qualification ‘whose psychological capacities don’t differ in relevant ways’. 
3 

I avoid the clinical labels ‘severe’ and ‘profound’ impairment (APA 2013 ) because they might 
not map onto the set of individuals whose cognitive impairments are extensive enough to pre- 
clude personhood. I’m influenced here by Kittay ( 2005 : 126ff), but note that she has distinctive 
views about personhood. 

4 
As I use the term, moral standing is binary, whilst moral status might admit of degrees or 

levels. I borrow here from Kagan ( 2019 : 6–8). 
5 

For instance, if we judge that most or all deeply cognitively impaired humans have the ca- 
pacity for reciprocal care, it’s unclear how we can claim that all animals—including highly social 
animals—lack this capacity. For more problems with her view, see Mullin ( 2011 : 303). Another 
example is that it’s unclear why merely being born to humans matters for moral status. For crit- 
icisms of Scanlon’s view and some other relational views, see McMahan ( 2005 ). For problems 
with single-status views, see Kagan ( 2019 : esp. 40–78), and my Section I . For objections to Liao, 
see Grau ( 2010 ). For objections to species-based views, see McMahan ( 2002 : 209–28; 2005 ). 
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eriousness is that some philosophers accept Same Status as Animals ( Frey 2011 :
85–6; McMahan 2002 : esp. 228). 

Recently, there has been renewed focus on an alternative explanation of
igher Status than Animals. This view relies on how humans with deep cognitive

mpairments could have been . They aren’t persons (in the technical sense dis-
ussed). Nor are they potential persons. But unlike non-human animals, they
ould have been persons. This is what explains why they have a higher moral sta-
us than non-human animals (henceforth just ‘animals’) whose psychological
apacities don’t differ in relevant ways. This view—modal personism —rejects No
elevant Differ ence in a distinctive wa y. 
Call modalism the view that individuals with moral standing can have moral

tatus because they could have had certain properties they lack. 6 Modal per-
onism is the variant of this view according to which individuals with moral
tanding can have moral status because they could have had the properties of
ersonhood even though they don’t. This view was defended in earlier dis-
ussions (Holland 1984 ; Nelson 1988 ), but has become especially prominent
ecently ( Kagan 2016 , 2019 ; Smolkin 2019 ; Surovell 2017 ). 

Here’s a reason why modal personism is receiving interest. Common-sense
orality assumes that something like the line between humans and other ani-
als is significant for moral status. And this assumption permeates many areas

f applied ethics. Moreover, many egalitarian political philosophers make this
ssumption in order to extend principles of distributive justice and other forms
f equal political status to humans, but not animals (e.g. Christiano 2008 : 17,
5; see Gosepath 2021 ). But the assumption isn’t easily defended. The tra-
itional speciesist position that mere membership in the species homo sapi-
ns grounds status faces formidable charges of arbitrariness ( McMahan 2002 ;
inger 1975 ). Modal personism may well avoid arbitrariness and successfully
efend a rough human–animal division. And if it doesn’t, we might be mov-

ng towards a more radically inclusive view of the moral status of humans and
nimals. 

This article’s main conclusion is that modal personism has poor prospects,
ecause it is hard to see how we might define ‘modal person’ in a way that

mplies that most or all deeply cognitively impaired humans have a higher
oral status than the relevant animals whilst retaining a sense that modal

ersonhood is a morally relevant property. I reach this conclusion by con-
idering existing and new accounts of modal personhood, formulating ob-
ections, and finding ways around those objections. 7 Even when we carefully
efine our account of what it is to be a modal person, we are unable to arrive
6 
An alternative definition of modalism: One can have moral status based on the fact that 

ne could have had a higher moral status in virtue of one’s capacities than one in fact does (Kagan 
019 : 139). I set this aside. 

7 
The literature contains precious few such accounts. See Surovell ( 2017 : 264–8) and Kagan 

 2019 : 136–40). 
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at an adequate formulation. I suggest that a definition of ‘modal person’ is
adequate only if two criteria are satisfied. The criterion of separation is that the
definition must yield a variant of modal personism that either explains Higher
Status than Animals —the premise that all deeply cognitively impaired humans
beyond infancy have a higher moral status than psychologically relevantly sim-
ilar animals—or explains in a morally intuitive way why most , but not all, such
humans have higher status. I won’t press the demand that modal personists
explain the higher status of infants with deep cognitive impairments because I
want the criteria to be uncontroversial, and some modal personists, including
Shelly Kagan (2019 : 138), think that infants cannot be modal persons since
they are too young to have been able to become persons. 8 The second cri-
terion, the criterion of relevance , is that modal personhood must be defined in
such a way that it seems relevant to moral status. One might in addition re-
quest a ground-up argument for why, appropriately defined, modal person-
hood grounds moral status. I won’t make this request since it’s admittedly
hard to provide such an argument for any view of status. 

The article’s secondary aim is to engage with perhaps the most popular ex-
planation modal personists have given of why modal personhood is relevant to
moral status. Such an explanation is needed to respond to this question: Why
can the fact that an individual could have had certain capacities give them
moral status when they lack those capacities? There’s an initially attractive
answer that appeals to misfortune . Many modal personists claim that deeply
cognitively impaired humans are unfortunate not to be persons (Holland 1984 ;
Nelson 1988 ; Smolkin 2019 . Also see Surovell’s ( 2017 ) view, which is similar
to, and compatible with, this view). 9 I argue that appealing to misfortune to
support modal personism doesn’t enable us to provide an adequate account
of modal personhood. 

Before beginning the analysis, I want to acknowledge that some readers
will find objectionable and even offensive the terms used to refer to human
beings with deep cognitive impairments and the assumptions made about
them. Many philosophers have challenged the assumption that these indi-
viduals aren’t “persons” (Kittay 2001 ), the assumption that they are unfortu-
nate (Chapman 2020 ), and other assumptions and labels (see Carlson 2010 ).
These are vital issues. I operate with these assumptions here because they are
needed to evaluate modal personism on its own terms, and that is the aim of
the present article. 
8 
I define ‘infancy’, roughly, as the period after birth during which one is not a person, and 

this is due to insufficient time to develop. 
9 

Surovell ( 2017 ) focusses on luck, and is non-committal about whether having a cognitive 
impairment is good or bad luck. Lloyd ( 2021 ) also thinks misfortune is the best response to the 
question, but isn’t a modal personist. 
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I. CLARIFYING MODAL PERSONISM 

o assess modal personism, we need to grasp why some beings might have
 higher moral status than others, and what possessing a higher moral status
ight mean. One reason to think there’s a hierarchy of moral status is that it
ould explain powerful intuitions about the ethics of killing. 10 Consider this
xample. 

unway. You must crash-land a plane at an abandoned airfield to save 200
passengers. Landing on one runway would kill Tom, a sulky elderly man
without strong social ties. He has a mediocre quality of life. Landing on the
other runway would kill two happy, self-conscious adult foxes. 11 Tom and
the foxes have the same very short time left to live. But the foxes have an
affectionate relationship and all they could want, and each has significantly
more welfare in store than Tom. 

Most people think you should kill the foxes. Without appealing to differ-
nces of moral status, though, explaining why is hard. There are more foxes,
nd each has more welfare in prospect. What else, apart from higher moral
tatus, could favour saving Tom? 12 Moreover, the appeal to moral status pro-
ides a strong explanation for the intuitive view. The foxes matter (I assume
ere sentience grounds some status), but Tom’s mattering more in and of him-
elf can explain why we mustn’t kill him. 

Philosophers disagree about what having a higher moral status entails. We
eedn’t settle this dispute here. We just need to appreciate the plausible op-
ions to assess claims about the foundations of moral status. Tom’s higher

oral status might mean that Tom’s welfare matters more than a fox’s (see
.g. Kagan 2019 : 98); that Tom, but not the foxes, has moral rights (see e.g.

cMahan 2008 : 98–99); that he has more robust moral rights than a fox
 McMahan 2008 : 98–99); that only Tom is a subject of distributive justice, or
hat distributive concerns apply to him in a distinctive way (see Jaworska 2007 :
61–2; Kagan 2019 : 78; McMahan 1996 ; Vallentyne 2005 ). 

Now consider Runway 2 , which is like Runway except Tom is deeply cogni-
ively impaired. This doesn’t change the intuitive view that Tom mustn’t be
illed. But if personhood is the sole ground of higher status, we struggle to
xplain this view. Modal personism promises to deliver the intuitive result in
oth cases. Tom’s higher status in Runway 2 is grounded in the fact that he
ould have been a person. 
10 
For another argument for hierarchy, see McMahan ( 1996 ). 

11 
If you think that self-consciousness alone grounds higher status, suppose they are non-self- 

onscious but are for other reasons moderately strongly psychologically related to their future 
elves. 

12 
If the reader’s own ethical framework makes it possible to defend saving Tom without 

ppealing to status, we can vary the case. 
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One important type of modal personism is based on an appeal to mis-
fortune. Alan Holland (1984 : 289) claims that humans with deep cognitive im-
pairments ‘have status by virtue of what they, as the individuals they are, might
have been but by misfortune are not’. James Nelson (1988 : 192) claims that the
‘distinction is this: the birth of a “marginal” human, or the reduction of a nor-
mal human to a marginal state, is a tragedy; the birth of, say, a healthy collie
pup, whose potentials are roughly on a par with the human’s, is not’. What is
the nature of the tragedy? Nelson supposes it may be that ‘things could have
been otherwise for this very child’ ( Nelson 1988 : 192). Doran Smolkin ( 2019 :
83) builds on Kagan, arguing that those ‘that could’ve been persons but failed
to become persons are… in some significant sense unfortunate’ and this is a
‘plausible rationale’ for modal personism. And Jonathan Surovell (2017 : 258)
claims that ‘full moral status belongs’ to those who ‘ would have had (the potential
to develop) ACCs [advanced cognitive capacities], were it not for luck’. One
modal personist who doesn’t appeal to misfortune is Shelly Kagan. Kagan
( 2016 , 2019 : 144–5) offers the most thorough statement of modal personism, 
though he explicitly focusses on developing rather than defending it. 

There are many other possible ways of supporting modal personism, of
course. So, I apply my criticisms to the core modal view itself, regardless of
how it is supported. But modal personists should also offer a substantial moral
explanation of modal personism, and misfortune is an initially attractive and
popular way of doing that. So, I also seek to show that appeals to misfortune
do not offer a way for modal personists to circumvent my criticisms and arrive
at an adequate account of modal personhood. 

One might think: ‘well of course modal personists cannot appeal to misfor-
tune. Non-persons cannot be significantly unfortunate not to become persons
since they are only weakly psychologically related to their future selves, or to
their future selves-as-persons. So, they have at best a weak interest now in
receiving the goods of personhood in future.’ 13 I won’t press this kind of chal-
lenge. Instead, I will simply grant to the modal personist that non-persons’
weaker psychological ties to their future or their futures-as-persons do not
preclude all attributions of misfortune in not becoming persons. But here’s
one way this might be true. Modal personists might distinguish two types of
misfortune: misfortune in not securing future welfare and misfortune in failing
to obtain valuable properties whose value isn’t cashed out entirely in terms of
welfare. Even if the former type of misfortune requires a certain psychological
unity, the latter might not (compare Nelson 1988 : 192). 

We’ll aid our search for an account of modal personhood if we provision-
ally state some general features of a modal person. A modal person is an
individual who isn’t a person, and who lacks the potential to become one, but
who would have been a person now if events had unfolded differently. The
13 
Compare McMahan ( 2002 : 165–71). 

23
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vents that might have led to their being a person must have been biologically
nd metaphysically possible. By ‘metaphysically possible’, I and others have
n mind a modal status determined by the satisfaction of a specific condition
n identity. 14 At some point in the history of the modal person, two possible
utures must have been consistent with their identity: one in which they would
ave become a person and one in which they wouldn’t. However, the path
hat would have led to their personhood needn’t be practically possible. To be
 modal person, it isn’t necessary that actual agents could have made one into
 person using available technology or resources (see e.g. Kagan 2019 : 137,
40). 

The category ‘modal person’ therefore typically includes humans with deep
ognitive impairments who are beyond infancy. Does it include impaired in-
ants? We might think not, since in some senses they could not have been
ersons now (Kagan 2019 : 138). At best, they could be developing into per-
ons now. Yet common-sense morality suggests we need a way to account for
heir high status. 15 And the phrase ‘could have been’ might intuitively extend
o future possibilities, as in: ‘my ten-year-old could’ve been a pilot, but she’s
olour-blind’. But I won’t take a stand on this issue. I set it aside. Infants with
ypical psychological development aren’t modal persons. We might think of
hem as potential persons. Potential persons have the potential to develop the ca-
acities of personhood, unlike modal persons (unless we define this potential

n particular ways, but I set aside the question of how exactly to distinguish
odal and potential persons). Modal personists face pressure to maintain that

otential personhood grounds status too (McMahan 2016 ; see Kagan 2019 :
30–8): If the fact that one could have been a person grounds status, the fact that
ne could be a person also should (McMahan 2016 : 26–7). Humans who once
ad but lost the capacities of personhood can also be modal persons. But I set
his case aside, focussing on modal persons who never were persons. 

II. THE WIDE VARIANT 

ow might we define ‘modal person’? Here’s an idea. According to what I’ll
all the Wide Variant of modal personism, an individual is a modal person
henever the individual would have been a person but for some event or events that affected

heir development . 16 Modal personists have the option of supporting this view via
n appeal to misfortune—a term I’ll use in an intuitive sense rather than the
echnical sense employed by some philosophers. 17 And in this intuitive sense,
14 
For example, Kagan ( 2016 : 16–7) and Nelson ( 1988 : 192). 

15 
See Kagan ( 2019 : 145, n.13) for an alternative suggestion. 

16 
Below, I suggest Kagan’s ( 2019 : 140) view is a version of the Wide Variant. 

17 
McMahan ( 2002 : 145ff.) introduces a technical sense of ‘misfortune’ that concerns certain 

elfare comparisons. 
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misfortune seems modally sensitive in that the degree to which one is unfor-
tunate not to receive a good (whether welfare or another good) depends in
part on how close the closest possible world is in which one receives that good
(Smolkin 2019 : 86). For example, we would say that a footballer is unfortu-
nate not to score if their shot goes narrowly wide, but even more unfortunate
if their shot hits the insides of both goalposts and still misses. If our modal
personist does appeal to misfortune to support the Wide Variant, they won’t
want to maintain that just any old misfortune is relevant to moral status, since
everyday events (missing a shot, missing the last train) can be misfortunes but
aren’t relevant to moral status. To narrow down the types of misfortune that
are relevant, they can focus on misfortunes in the development of the capac-
ities that ground status. They can say that there’s a core case of high moral
status, in which an individual has the psychological capacities of personhood,
and a derivative case of high moral status, which arises whenever the individ-
ual would have had the capacities of personhood but for some unfortunate
event or events that affected their development. An individual has moral sta-
tus in this derivative way when a misfortune helps to explain why they do not
have moral status in the core way. 

All modal personists face a challenge: to explain why animals are not also
modal persons. The Wide Variant is open to the objection that animals would
have been persons if certain events had occurred. Here’s one example: Certain
people have decided against developing gene-editing techniques to make ani-
mals into persons in a gradual, identity-preserving way (see McMahan 2016 :
29). 18 Some current or future animals might have become persons but for
certain events, such as decisions not to develop and apply this technology. 

How can proponents of the Wide Variant respond? They cannot say that
this involves a mere absence of an event (declining to develop the technology)
rather than an event (e.g. dropping a baby). For some humans become cog-
nitively impaired through absences (e.g. of suitable nutrition), and we need to
account for their status. A better response is that animals being turned into
persons is a remote prospect. Animals remain far, modally, from personhood.
The relevant humans are modally much closer to being persons. 19 

How can we unpack this response? One possibility is a threshold view:
whether one has moral status from a modal source (‘modal moral status’ for
short) depends on whether one is within a certain modal distance of becoming
a person, and animals aren’t within this critical distance. Alternatively, a grad-
ualist interpretation of the claim says that every increase in modal closeness
to personhood elevates moral status. On this view, animals may have modal
18 
When I talk of non-persons becoming persons, I’ll typically assume the process unfolds in a 

way that isn’t identity-altering on psychological views of identity over time (e.g. it’s gradual and 
involves a series of small cognitive upgrades). 

19 
Kagan ( 2019 : 140) and Smolkin ( 2019 : 85) suggest this response. 
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oral status, but to a lower degree, depending on how far down the scale of
loseness-to-personhood they are. 

The threshold view’s high explanatory burden gives us a reason to favour
he gradualist view. There’s a spectrum of modal closeness-to-personhood.
nd it’s doubtful that all deeply cognitively impaired humans beyond infancy

it at one end of the spectrum, with all animals at the other end. 20 The situa-
ion is more complicated. The relevant humans seem to differ significantly in
ow modally close they are to personhood, owing to myriad factors including
he level of damage to various regions of the brain, and whether their condi-
ion was inherited and present before they existed (compare McMahan 2016 :
8). Despite this, the threshold view insists on a cut-off point that perfectly
eparates humans, who are close enough to personhood to have modal moral
tatus, from animals, none of whom are close enough to have any additional
tatus (compare Lloyd 2021 : 280–1). This mirrors conclusions that we might al-
eady firmly hold about humans and animals, but it’s hard to find a principled
xplanation of this threshold. 21 Indeed, the most recent proponents of modal
ersonism reject such thresholds (Kagan 2019 : 140; Smolkin 2019 : 85–86). 

But rejecting thresholds and endorsing a gradualist version of the Wide
ariant brings a problem clearly into view: The Wide Variant suggests that

rrelevant extrinsic factors are relevant to moral status. Consider: 

are Mineral. Jacob and Kevin are adults with the same set of genetic variations
that affect very many different genes. These were present from the moment
of the formation of the gametes from which they came. Variants in any one
of the affected genes are enough to cause a condition both men have. The
condition is not itself a cognitive impairment but produces a chemical that
is toxic to the brain and accumulates to arrest development permanently
by 6 months. The chemical is causally inert in conditions of near-zero grav-
ity. Suppose that existing in conditions of near-zero gravity is biologically
possible but practically impossible since such conditions exist only outside
our solar system. Apart from living outside the solar system, the only way
for Jacob and Kevin to have avoided deep cognitive impairment was to re-
ceive a certain drug within a certain timeframe during infancy. Jacob lived
in Society A, whose scientists discovered this cure and which had the rare
mineral needed to manufacture the drug. Kevin lived in Society B, which
was equally well-off. But Society B’s scientists were obliged to work only
on listed topics that excluded the condition, and the society lacked the rare
mineral. For political reasons, all contact between Societies A and B was
20 
I’ll stop explicitly including the qualification ‘beyond infancy’. 

21 
The literature illuminates the difficulty of justifying thresholds in the relationship between 

oral status and its grounds. See e.g. Arneson ( 1999 ) and McMahan ( 2008 : 93ff). Strategies for 
ustifying such thresholds (see Parr and Slavny 2019 : 844–5; Waldron 2017 : 120–2) seem inappli- 
able here. 
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prevented with total success. Jacob was admitted to the hospital and was
correctly diagnosed. But as the doctor approached Jacob with the cure,
her shoe split and she fell, spilling the vial. No replacement was available.
Kevin never had a realistic chance of receiving the drug. The doctor ex-
plained that she couldn’t help. Neither infant received the drug, and their
psychological development was arrested in an identical way. 

Jacob is modally closer to personhood than Kevin. Jacob becomes a person
in the extremely near possible world in which the drug isn’t spilled. Kevin
becomes a person in possible worlds in which Society B’s policies and mineral
deposits are relevantly different, or in which Societies A and B co-operate in
certain ways, or in which he lives outside the solar system. These are all more
distant possible worlds. Now, there might be a further possible world where the
men are persons. Some philosophers hold that a human could have come into
existence with slightly different genes (and still be the same individual) (e.g.
Cooper 2015 ). On these views, could Kevin have come into existence without
the condition? It is doubtful, for Kevin has very many genetic variations, each
of which is individually sufficient to cause the condition. Either way, Kevin
is still at least slightly modally further away from personhood than Jacob. 22 

After all, Jacob becomes a person in the possible world in which the doctor’s
untimely shoe mishap occurs at almost any other time. The gradualist Wide
Variant therefore implies that Kevin has a lower moral status than Jacob. But
it seems unacceptable to hold that Kevin matters morally even slightly less
than Jacob—the only difference between them is just how far away each was
from obtaining a drug that neither in fact received. 23 This is an irrelevant,
extrinsic contingency that cannot affect moral status. 

The difference in status may generate further results. Suppose that the rea-
son not to kill an individual is stronger if that individual’s moral status is
higher. This supposition is compatible with a range of specific views about
the implications of moral status, and it helped us to explain intuitions in Run-
way and Runway 2 . Then we get the result that the reason not to kill Kevin
is weaker than the reason not to kill Jacob. But this cannot be right. Regard-
less of whether we think that extrinsic properties can ground moral status, we
can be confident that extrinsic properties that are of the same general form as
coming close to receiving a cure that one in fact never receives are irrelevant. 
22 
Some might think: In a further, equally close possible world, a different sperm fertilises the 

egg from which Kevin came so that he has none of the genetic alterations and yet (on some 
views such as flexistentialism) is the same individual. But the empirical evidence I cite in Section 
III(a) indicates that we could plausibly stipulate that the men’s impairments come from a mother 
whose chromosomal condition means all her eggs contain the genetic alterations. In such cases, 
changing the sperm or egg makes no difference. 

23 
Compare McMahan ( 2016 : 29), who uses a quite different case to note another difficulty 

modal personists face concerning degrees of closeness to personhood. 

t on 22 Septem
ber 2023
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It’s worth noting that Shelly Kagan’s view appears to be a version of the
ide Variant and seems to be undermined by Rare Mineral. Kagan’s view

ppears to be that the degree of one’s modal moral status depends on the
trength of one’s past potential for personhood, and that the strength of one’s
ast potential is determined by the likelihood or remoteness of the circum-
tances in which one would have become a person. 24 So, Kagan’s view implies
hat Kevin has a lower moral status than Jacob, since Kevin had a weaker
otential for personhood in the past because the circumstances in which he
ould have become a person were more remote. 
Modal personists might appeal to misfortune to try to bolster support for

he Wide Variant. They might say that the misfortune of undergoing events
hat mean one won’t become a person is relevant to moral status, and that
acob does indeed have a higher status as he is significantly more unfortunate
n a relevant way. In reply, even if it’s true that the men, and Jacob in particular,
uffer salient and regrettable misfortunes, it’s implausible that Jacob is more
mportant, morally, than Kevin as a result. 

Modal personists might argue instead that the conclusion that Kevin has
 lower status only follows if we accept the gradualist view that degrees of
odal closeness to personhood always matter. But (the objection continues)
e could embrace the threshold view sketched earlier, according to which
nly some differences in modal closeness to personhood matter. Although it
s admittedly hard to sort relevant differences from irrelevant ones, not every
ersion of the Wide Variant is undermined by Rare Mineral. 

But we can just amend the details of a case such as Rare Mineral . For any
ide Variant that invokes thresholds, we could imagine a case in which ex-

rinsic factors such as almost receiving medicine place one individual human,
nimal, or hypothetical being on one side of the threshold, granting them a
igher status, and another individual on the other side, with a lower status.
o, the objection doesn’t relieve the fundamental problem illuminated by Rare
ineral . The Wide Variant, then, fails to satisfy the relevance criterion. 

III. INTRINSIC VARIANTS OF MODAL PERSONISM 

 natural response to this problem is to modify the Wide Variant by distin-
uishing intrinsic features of the individual from extrinsic features, and to de-
ne modal persons just in terms of intrinsic features. The basic idea of an In-
rinsic Variant of modal personism is that modal persons are individuals who
ould have become persons but for some intrinsic event or events that affected

heir development. This kind of view can declare Jacob and Kevin equals.
he extrinsic property of coming close to receiving a capacities-enhancing
24 
See Kagan ( 2019 : 140) and ( 2019 : 136), respectively, for evidence of these claims. 

23
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medicine is irrelevant since what matters are the intrinsic features of the indi-
vidual. 

Several modal personists have speculated that an Intrinsic Variant of modal
personism could work. For instance, Nelson briefly alludes to a view accord-
ing to which humans without sophisticated capacities merit greater solicitude
than animals because humans would have enjoyed a certain form of life were
it not for ‘damage’, whereas the limits of animals’ life forms aren’t due to dam-
age. This view seems to latch onto misfortunes—or ‘tragedies’ (Nelson 1988 :
192–3)—concerning the intrinsic features of the individual because ‘damage’
concerns the state of intrinsic features, even though damage can be caused by
extrinsic factors. And Smolkin ( 2019 : 13–5) argues that beings who are modally
closer to personhood have a higher status, and suggests that a relevant sense
of ‘modally closer’ might turn on past possession of the intrinsic potential for
personhood. 

But although modal personists have often alluded to the germ of an in-
trinsic view, no one has offered a developed intrinsic view. 25 The main task is
to state what type of change in an individual’s intrinsic nature is relevant to
moral status. I’ll sketch three quite different views on the matter, and advance
significant challenges facing each. 

But first, I want to address an initial, general concern about such views:
that in the context of advancing a definition of ‘modal person’, it’s unclear
what justifies an appeal to the distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic fea-
tures. After all, extrinsic factors can affect whether a being could have been a
person. Here’s one way of responding. We might understand modal person-
ism as a set of views according to which there is a core case of moral status in
which beings have capacities that ground higher moral status, and a deriva-
tive case in which beings lack these capacities but could have had them. A
plausible and popular view about the core case is that only intrinsic properties
can ground status, and that the relations an individual stands in, for instance,
to the psychological capacities of other individuals, cannot ground moral sta-
tus (see e.g. McMahan 2005 : 354). If we accept that view, perhaps we should
expect the same condition in the derivative case, according to which only the
intrinsic properties of individuals can ground modal moral status. 

(a) Intrinsic Variant 1: The Developmental Variant 

The Wide Variant’s troubles began when it defined ‘modal person’ too
broadly, as an individual who would have been a person but for events that
affected their development. This is too broad because animals might also fit
this description. So, let’s develop an alternative variant that describes a much
more specific feature that doesn’t apply to animals. 
25 
It’s possible that Surovell ( 2017 ) is an exception. But this doesn’t seem an explicitly intrinsic 

view. I return to Surovell’s view in 3c. 

r 2023
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Animals might have missed out on the chance of becoming persons through
enetic modifications, but they were never actually in the process of becoming
ersons, and so couldn’t be subject to that process going awry. This observa-
ion inspires the Developmental Variant—the view that a modal person is an
ndividual who would have been a person if they had not been derailed from the developmen-
al path to personhood, which they were on at some point because of their intrinsic properties .

umans with deep cognitive impairments seem to be on the ‘developmental
ath’ to personhood in the sense that they start developing in a way that’s
onsistent with gaining in future the valuable capacities of personhood. For
nstance, their neurons and cortices develop along a trajectory consistent with
ater personhood. This might not be true for animals. 

Modal personists have the option of supporting the Developmental Variant
y appealing to misfortune. The misfortune of being on the path to person-
ood before then being derailed from it might seem very salient. It’s not the
ere loss of a dormant potential. It is the destruction of the potential to be-

ome a person that was in the course of being actualised. This potentially
ignificant misfortune may help to explain why modal personhood is status-
onferring. 

But the Developmental Variant excludes from its scope some cognitively
mpaired humans. In order to be derailed from the developmental path to
ersonhood, one must be on the path. And in order to be on it, one must
ave the necessary genetic information to be developing in the required way.
ut some individuals never have the necessary genes because, at and after the

ime they came into existence, they didn’t have the required genes (compare
cMahan 2016 : 28). Philosophers take different views on when we come into

xistence. But they tend to agree that one doesn’t exist before conception. 26

nd the cognitive impairment-causing conditions of some were present be-
ore conception, in the sperm or egg from which they developed. For exam-
le, some inherit Fragile X syndrome, ‘the most common form of inherited

ntellectual disability in males’ (NHGRI 2016 ). Here, the over-replication of a
NA sequence ( NHGRI 2016 ) interferes with the production of synapses and

an cause severe cognitive impairments ( Fragile X Society n.d. ). Suppose a
hild is deeply cognitively impaired after inheriting Fragile X syndrome from
heir mother. Suppose further that the gene that caused this condition was
resent in the cells of the mother that turned into the egg from which the
hild came, as can in fact be the case (Medline 2020 ). 27 This child was never
ctually on the developmental path to personhood. So, the Developmental
ariant implies that these individuals have no modal moral status. In such
26 
The exception I have in mind are eternalists, but they can just replace this claim with ‘one 

s not located in spacetime before one’s conception’. 
27 

Sometimes, all the gametes a human produces have the condition present in them because, 
n a typical case, chromosomal conditions are present in every cell in the body (NHGRI 2020 ). 

tem
ber 2023
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cases, the proponent of the Developmental Variant cannot point to a mis-
fortune involved in falling off the path to personhood to support their view
that this property can ground status, because the individual never was on that
path. 

Someone might think that my objection assumes that humans have certain
facts about their origins necessarily. They may say that I’m assuming some-
thing like the idea that a given human couldn’t have come from any other
sperm-egg combination. But I’m not making such assumptions, because my
claim isn’t that the individual couldn’t have been on the path to personhood.
It’s that they never in fact were on the path in the actual world, which only
requires the observation that they originated—perhaps necessarily, perhaps 
contingently—from a given sperm and egg. 28 

Proponents of the Developmental Variant could instead say: ‘we accept
this so-called objection. Excluding this minority of cognitively impaired hu-
mans is the intuitively correct position. We shouldn’t aim to explain why all
deeply cognitively impaired humans have a higher status than relevantly sim-
ilar animals, because some such humans were actually never on the path to
personhood. Once we’re attuned to their baked-in or congenital genetic vari-
ations, we should conclude that like non-human animals, they were simply
always heading for a different sort of existence and a different sort of status’.
This move parallels one Kagan ( 2016 : 16–7) makes in defending modal per-
sonism. He argues that it would be a virtue of the view if it excludes humans
whose genetics are such that they could never have been persons whilst re-
maining the same individual—that is, while still existing. These individuals
28 
I acknowledge that I’ve constructed the developmental variant so that it’s compatible with 

the dominant necessity-of-origins view, and we can imagine other variants arising from more 
controversial metaphysical views. I won’t discuss them at length because this paper isn’t exhaus- 
tive and focusses on variants that don’t make particularly controversial metaphysical presuppo- 
sitions. Instead, I’ll sketch two alternative developmental variants, note some challenges, and 
set them aside. On one view, modal persons are those who were or could have been on the path 
to personhood because of their intrinsic features. If Cooper ( 2015 ) is right that one could have 
existed with slightly different genes, then individuals with Fragile X syndrome could have ex- 
isted without the condition, and could have been on the path. A problem: This view would need 
to show, somehow, that cognitively impaired humans with highly varied conditions would have 
been persons with only slightly different genes, whilst also showing that animals wouldn’t be per- 
sons with slightly different genes. Or we might endorse flexistentialism (Dasgupta 2018 ). On this 
view, there are many entities that overlap where one sits. The entity that matters morally isn’t 
individuated by a sperm-egg combination, but perhaps just by the property of being the parents’ 
first child. Perhaps, then, modal persons are those who would have been persons if their parents 
had conceived them at another time. This excludes animals, who wouldn’t have been persons 
if conceived by their parents earlier or later. Flexistentialism depends on radical metaphysical 
theses (and seemingly has at most one proponent). But another problem is that some impaired 
humans may still not be modal persons, counterintuitively. In possible, and perhaps real, cases, 
their parents have hereditary conditions such that the time of conception doesn’t alter whether 
they’re deeply cognitively impaired. 

.1093/pq/pqad081/7276339 by guest on 22 Septem
ber 2023
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eally couldn’t have been persons, so intuitively they have the same status as
imilar animals. 29 

But the basis on which the variant marks out a higher moral status for some
eeply cognitively impaired humans (and not others) is not intuitive. It’s hard
o believe that the strength of our reason to aid or to desist from harming
n individual could depend purely on whether they were once on the path
o personhood and derailed, or whether instead their lower capacities are the
esult of some event that occurred prior to their coming into existence. I’ll of-
er an example, but it won’t compare humans because the implicit speciesism
f many of our intuitions may distort judgements in my favour by leading us
o believe that the two individuals are equals because they are humans. So, I’ll
ketch some hypothetical beings. I use this device only now since hypotheti-
al beings are harder to imagine well and speciesist biases don’t muddle the
bove cases, where the principles illustrated were further afield from speciesist
ttitudes. 

Suppose that an offshoot of the chimpanzee species develops in future.
embers of this novel species tend to become persons. Post-chimps reason and

ommunicate in complex ways about what to do and how to live. Two post-
himp adults, Eamon and Leo, have the same low levels of cognitive capac-
ty. They both would have been persons, like their parents and the majority
f their species, but for a certain genetic issue. The only difference between
hem is the time at which this genetic alteration occurred and took effect. In
amon’s case, these events occurred early in the reproductive process, say just
efore conception (or, if you prefer, just before the creation of the egg from
hich he came). In Leo’s case, the alteration occurred and took effect later

n the reproductive process, during gestation, and in particular just after Leo
ame into existence (whenever one thinks that is). Therefore, Leo was on the
ath to personhood, and was derailed. Eamon’s genes were such that he was
ever on the path to personhood. The Developmental Variant implies that
ecause Eamon was not on the path, our reason to help or not to harm him

s weaker than it is in Leo’s case—much weaker, it seems, since modal person-
sm needs to place significant weight on modal personhood if it’s to succeed
n its aim of explaining common-sense intuitions about the relative statuses of
umans and animals (see e.g. Kagan 2016 : 20). But this is hard to believe. And

or reasons discussed above concerning Runway , Eamon’s lower moral status
ay imply that killing Eamon is easier to justify than killing Leo. This is even

arder to believe. 
Proponents of the Developmental Variant can attempt to defend the claim

hat Leo has a higher status by claiming that his developmental trajectory
as extremely unfortunate. But even if this misfortune seems salient, it’s ir-

elevant to moral status. Eamon seems to be Leo’s moral equal despite not
29 
Kagan ( 2016 : 16–7) notes that whether such cases exist depends on metaphysical issues. 

23
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having suffered this particular misfortune. Additional evidence for this is that
even if we think that Leo suffered a greater misfortune, this doesn’t change
intuitions about the ethics of killing. So, in terms of our criteria, the Develop-
mental Variant fails the separation test since it neither implies that all deeply
cognitively impaired humans have a higher status nor uses an intuitively rele-
vant distinction to secure the higher status of most such humans. It, of course,
therefore fails to satisfy the criterion of relevance too. 

(b) Intrinsic Variant 2: The Genetic Variant 

A more inclusive variant of modal personism weakens the Developmental
Variant’s requirement that an individual must have possessed all the genes re-
quired to be on the path to personhood. A subset of genes may be all that’s
required for modal moral status if this subset is sufficient for the intrinsic
potential to become a person. This idea draws on work by Matthew Liao.
Liao ( 2010 ) develops a non-modal, genetic account of moral status, and argues
that it accommodates deeply cognitively impaired humans. In so arguing, he
draws a distinction between different types of genes. I modify this distinction
and transplant it into our modal context to formulate the Genetic Variant of
modal personism. 

The Genetic Variant distinguishes between driver genes and facilitator genes.
Driver genes direct the construction of the aspects of the brain that specifi-
cally support the capacities of personhood. Facilitator genes help to form the
conditions required for driver genes to function, for instance, by transporting
chemicals around the brain (compare Liao 2010 : 166–7). According to the Ge-
netic Variant, if an individual possesses all the driver genes, this is sufficient
for them to be internally directed towards personhood. And internal direct-
edness towards personhood is constitutive of the intrinsic potential to become
a person. Some individuals have this intrinsic potential to become a person,
but then the driver genes fail because other genes, or other factors, fail to en-
able them to function. The Genetic Variant is the view that a modal person
is an individual who would have become a person were it not that their intrinsic potential
to become a person was not realised because the conditions necessary for their driver genes to
function adequately failed to occur. Drawing a parallel might illuminate the view’s
appeal. Suppose a person’s potential to realise some great musical achieve-
ment is thwarted by their not receiving enough food. In both cases, an intrin-
sic potential exists, and the good is very close, but it’s lost just because some
kind of enabling factor is absent. The Genetic Variant might be sufficiently
inclusive since some scientists think that driver genes remain functional across
hundreds of conditions that cause deep cognitive impairment (see Liao 2010 :
166–7). The problem lies instead with facilitator genes, such as genes required
to break down certain substances. If even one such gene doesn’t work, these
substances can become toxic to the brain, leading to cognitive impairment
(see Liao 2010 : 167). Modal personists inclined towards this variant might try
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o appeal to misfortune to support the view. They might argue that having the
ntrinsic potential for personhood and losing it is a salient misfortune. 

I take issue with the view that with all driver genes present, the individual’s
enes are internally directed towards personhood. This claim is unconvinc-
ng. If anything, the faulty facilitator genes are directed away from person-
ood. We cannot accurately describe the individual’s genes, taken as a whole ,
s internally directed towards personhood. 

We can still construct a weaker Modified Genetic Variant. This still focuses
n the importance of the whole set of driver genes but claims only that this
s necessary for the intrinsic potential for personhood, not sufficient. On the

odified Genetic Variant, a modal person is an individual who has possessed all
he driver genes—the fundamental elements of the instructions for the development of the
apacities of personhood—only for their work to be prevented by some other gene or other event,
reventing the realisation of personhood . The modal personist might also claim that
ossessing all the fundamentals of the instructions necessary for personhood
ut still not becoming a person is a salient misfortune. 

But this view faces a different problem. We don’t know whether the view
ould exclude some cognitively impaired humans from its scope, and whether

t does depends on facts that are irrelevant to status. We don’t know whether
he view excludes some humans because scientists don’t know which genes are
irectly responsible for the capacities of personhood (see Liao 2010 : 164). 30

o, we are unsure whether all deeply cognitively impaired humans possess
ll the driver genes. And whether they do seems irrelevant. Suppose Amy is
eeply cognitively impaired because gene A failed. According to the Modified
enetic Variant, the key to understanding Amy’s moral status is to discover
hether gene A contains the code for the development of a relevant capacity,
r whether it facilitates the work of driver genes. If gene A is a driver gene,
my has a lower moral status than she would have if gene A enabled driver
enes to operate. This implication is unacceptable. Whether gene A plays this
r that functional role isn’t, by itself, relevant to moral status. 31 This prob-

em isn’t alleviated by attending to the possible misfortune of having certain
enes but not the outcome they can support. Genetic events might be able
o cause misfortunes of moral relevance, but they cannot constitute them. So,
his variant runs afoul of the criterion of relevance. 

(c) Intrinsic Variant 3: The Intrinsic Closeness Variant (ICV) 

The Intrinsic Variants of modal personism sketched so far implausibly dis-
inguish between different deeply cognitively impaired humans. But we can
30 
The Genetic Variants face another challenge. Developmental systems theorists, including 

yama ( 2000 ) and Griffiths & Gray ( 1994 ), reject the idea of a genetic blueprint and the claim 

enes code for characteristics. 
31 

Compare Grau ( 2010 : 389–91). Grau makes a different point about status using a similar 
ase. 
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develop a more capacious Intrinsic Variant by departing from the model I’ve
been using to characterise Intrinsic Variants until now. In Section I , I outlined
a common assumption made by modal personists, which I’ve also made: To
be a modal person and have modal moral status, an individual must have had
the potential to become a person in a manner that is consistent with contin-
uing to exist. Why assume this? If one couldn’t have become a person and
continued to exist—in the way that a sperm and egg cannot become a zygote
and continue to exist—then it may just be false to claim that one could have
been a person. Another reason is that we may want an account of misfortune
to support modal personism. But if one couldn’t have become a person and
remained the same individual, then perhaps one cannot be unfortunate not to
be a person now. For if the only way personhood could have arisen in the case
of an individual is via an identity-altering process, the good of personhood
couldn’t have come to that same individual . This reasoning suggests a further as-
sumption: If one was never able to receive a good, one cannot be unfortunate
not to have received it, since misfortune involves a shift in prospects. If per-
sonhood is the good, this shift involves moving from a time in which receiving
the good was possible to a time in which this possibility has ceased. The as-
sumptions I’ve just outlined aren’t obviously arbitrary. However, they could be
mistaken, and might be preventing us from explaining the status of those who
never had the potential to become persons. 32 So I’ll formulate a variant that
abandons these assumptions to arrive finally at a view that is appropriately
inclusive. 

The ICV defines ‘modal person’ as an individual who has intrinsic features which
are almost , but not quite, sufficient for the intrinsic potential to become a person . [Surov-
ell’s ( 2017 : 264–8) view is somewhat similar. Surovell’s view isn’t couched in
terms of intrinsic features. But it also appeals to differences in the size of the
changes to one’s make-up that would have been needed to make one a poten-
tial person]. 33 The ICV improves on other views with respect to a case that
has caused difficulty so far: the case of inherited cognitive impairment. Sup-
pose Emily has Fragile X syndrome, the inherited condition discussed earlier.
Many philosophers think that Emily could not have existed (as the same in-
dividual) without Fragile X syndrome. According to this standard view, in the
possible world where the individual originates with different genes, this isn’t
Emily. Others disagree, holding that one could have originated with different
32 
For instance, suppose event E is a pre-requisite for X’s existence, but E then harms X. In 

such a case, it’s not obviously wrong to think X is unfortunate to be harmed by E. 
33 

The final view I discuss is the ICV rather than Surovell’s view because it has better chances 
of being sufficiently inclusive. Surovell’s view relies on the claim that deeply cognitively impaired 
humans are potential persons in closer possible worlds than animals ( 2017 : 267). But this claim 

is at least challenged by cases I’ve already raised [in Section III(a)] concerning certain inherited 
cognitive impairments, and Surovell doesn’t address any such cases. By contrast, the ICV has 
strengths in such cases. 
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enes to some extent or another (e.g. Cooper 2015 ; Dasgupta 2018 ). But the
tandard view poses a problem by implying that Emily could not have been
 person. Unlike other variants, the ICV can declare Emily a modal person
egardless of which of these camps is correct, since to be a modal person on
his view, it’s not necessary that one ever had the potential to be a person
r that one could have been a person consistent with continuing to exist. All
hat’s required is sheer closeness of one’s intrinsic features to those required
or potential personhood. And Emily meets this criterion. If only a portion
f one gene had not over-replicated (NHGRI 2016 ), then personhood could
ave arisen, perhaps not consistently with identity, but consistently at least
ith sameness of physical being. 
Proponents of this variant might try to tie it to misfortune. [Indeed, Surovell

 2017 : 264–5) takes something like this option, but appeals to luck, not misfor-
une]. They might say that the physical make-up of a bear’s brain seemingly
ould have required large modifications if the bear were to have the capacities
f a person (compare Surovell 2017 : 267). We might therefore think that the
ear isn’t unfortunate, or not particularly unfortunate, not to be a person, as
 lot would have to be different for the bear to be a person. By contrast, any
eeply cognitively impaired human would have needed very small changes to
heir physical make-up to have become a person (compare Surovell 2017 : 267).

e might think that this is evidence of a significant misfortune: that of having
ntrinsic features that are very close to those required for potential personhood
ut are not quite enough. 34 

Even this variant has counterintuitive implications. Consider: 

peration. Scientists are asked whether they can make a bear into a person
via genetic engineering. They determine that it’s currently not possible,
but that it is possible to change the bear’s brain to bring it close to having
the intrinsic features required to have the potential for personhood. These
changes would not in any way affect the bear’s actual psychological capac-
ities. Nonetheless, the scientists are asked to change the bear’s brain in this
way. They succeed. 

The ICV implies that the scientists increase the bear’s moral status because
t holds that modal personhood is just the condition of possessing intrinsic fea-
ures that are similar to those that are sufficient for potential personhood. And
he bear’s intrinsic features are now similar to those required for personhood.
ut intuitively, the operation cannot have elevated the bear’s moral status.
he scientists effect no change at all in the bear’s actual psychological capac-

ties. And the bear still lacks the potential for personhood. Only the physical
ake-up of the bear has changed. It’s hard to believe that we have a stronger
34 
I thank Victor Tadros for the ideas in this paragraph. 
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reason to help, or not to harm, the modified bear than an ordinary bear be-
cause of its intrinsic features. Modal personists might point out that the bear
is now unfortunate because its physical features are close to those required for
the potential to become a person. And yet this candidate piece of misfortune
doesn’t seem to make the bear matter more than unmodified bears. So, this
view also fails the criterion of relevance. 

I have developed and rejected three Intrinsic Variants of modal personism.
Each answered the question: What kind of intrinsic event or state is relevant
to moral status? The answers cover a wide range of options, because each
answer reflects one of three broad ways in which one might fail to become a
person. One might end up not becoming a person because 

(i) one had the intrinsic potential to become a person, began to actualise it, but
failed to complete the process (reflected by the Developmental Variant); 

(ii) one had the intrinsic potential to become a person but did not necessarily
begin to actualise it (reflected by the Genetic Variant); 

iii) one never had—but was close to having—the intrinsic potential to become
a person (reflected by the ICV). 

I haven’t decisively rejected Intrinsic Variants—further variants could be
developed. But we can see that defining ‘modal person’ in terms of intrinsic
features isn’t promising because we have identified reasons to doubt intrinsic
accounts, which reflect each of three broad ways in which an individual can
fail to become a person. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

The prospects for modal personism are poor. Modal personism can only be
viable if it satisfies the two conditions I identified at the outset: the criteria of
separation and relevance. These criteria demand only this: that modal person-
ism grounds status on seemingly morally relevant properties and implies either
that all deeply cognitively impaired humans have a higher status than non-
humans with comparable psychological capacities, or explains in an intuitive
way why most, but not all, such humans have a higher status. Yet we cannot
seem to find a variant of modal personism that meet these criteria. The De-
velopmental Variant satisfied neither criterion. And the Wide, Genetic, and
Intrinsic Closeness Variants failed to satisfy the criterion of relevance. When-
ever we tried to flesh out the crucial notion of modal personhood, the intuitive
appeal the property might have when stated abstractly evaporated. 

The relevance criterion was not satisfied even when we considered how
each view might be supplemented by appeal to misfortune. Even where there
was a case that misfortune was present and salient, it didn’t support an intu-
ition that modal personhood grounds status. This generates a related problem:
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f modal personists cannot appeal to misfortune, they may struggle to provide
he view with any real moral explanation. 

Since no variant satisfies both criteria, none in fact explains the premise
igher Status than Animals , or an approximation of it. This failure is especially
amaging for modal personism, as arguably its chief selling point is that it
aises persons above animals whilst explaining why deeply cognitively im-
aired humans occupy a higher status than animals with comparable psy-
hological capacities and potentials. 

My arguments don’t show that no form of modal personism can work.
odal personists could still move in at least two directions. First, they could

ttempt to avoid my objections by defining modal personhood in terms of in-
uitively relevant properties that don’t concern past developmental trajectory,
enetic properties, or physical features of the individual. Philosophers who be-
ieve that extrinsic properties ground status might try to refine the Wide Vari-
nt so that it doesn’t imply that intuitively irrelevant kinds of extrinsic proper-
ies ground status. Secondly, they could couch the core modal idea entirely in
erms of potentiality by drawing on recent literature on masked potentials (e.g.
enkins and Nolan 2012 ). Perhaps deeply cognitively impaired humans retain
he potential for personhood, but this cannot be manifested as it is masked. 

Such avenues would need to be compared with another option. We could
eject Higher Status than Animals by abandoning all hierarchies of moral sta-
us among humans and animals, or by radically flattening them. This strat-
gy would involve explaining away Higher Status than Animals —perhaps as a
onsequence of an indefensible preference for our own kind. Without hier-
rchies, defending the equality of “human persons” and so-called “human
on-persons” becomes easier. 

But problems persist: How would we then explain powerful intuitions about
rioritising humans in Runway -style forced killing cases? Even gesturing at a
ay forward is difficult. We face a deep puzzle about why human beings and
ther animals matter. This puzzle bears directly on our everyday lives. And
et we don’t seem to have ready answers. 
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